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Introduction
MOOC (Massive Open Online Course) has developed rapidly in recent years, but the 
drop-out rate reached 90% [1]. Kizilcec found that frustration is one of the important 
factors of learners’ persistence in learning [2]. Pappano believes that MOOC learners 
are often frustrated for the inadequacy of prerequisite, so that they fail to keep pace and 
tend to drop out [3].

Recommendation helps to guide learners on MOOC learning. It provides proper 
learning objects for the learners. Traditional MOOC recommendation is mainly about 
learning objects that were not learned before.

However, prerequisite relationship between learning objects plays an important role in 
MOOC learning. Figure 1 shows the category of math subject on Khan Academy (https 
://www.khana cadem y.orgn) which is one of the most popular MOOC platform. Usually 
MOOCers learn the objects according to their sequence. Previous knowledge provides 
the prerequisites for subsequent learning.

MOOC platforms pay effort on prerequisite support for better learning experience. 
Coursera (https ://www.cours era.org) lists the prerequisite in the course introduction. 
Khan Academy (https ://www.khana cadem y.org) lists the courses according to the grade 
level. It tests the learner to find a suitable start point for them. But few MOOC platforms 
provide recommendation on prerequisite. And as to our knowledge no recommendation 
of objects learned before is conducted for further review.

This paper proposes a solution for MOOC recommendation on prerequisite correla-
tion. It is different from traditional MOOC recommendation which mainly concerns 
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learning objects that were not learned before. Locating-based MOOC recommendation 
(LMR) covers both prerequisite and subsequent learning objects aiming at the learners’ 
situation. The situation is measured by locating qualified or unqualified learning objects 
on the target learner’s learning paths (learning behaviors on the time series). For the 
unqualified learning objects, LMR recommends prerequisite objects of them. For quali-
fied learning object, LMR recommends objects that take the qualified learning objects as 
prerequisite. To recommendation candidates, collaborative filtering is expanded to train 
on similar qualified learners’ paths.

The main contributions of LMR are as follows:

• Different recommendation methods on prerequisite are proposed. Both prerequisite 
and subsequent learning object recommendations are performed. Recommendation 
of learning objects that were learned before are also covered to support review learn-
ing.

• Learning path locating helps for adaptive recommendation according to learners’ 
performance on the path. The recommendation methods aim at the located qualified 
and unqualified learning objects.

• The time decay because of forgetting is combined for learning score modification. It 
punishes the learning scores to indicate the real knowledge maintenance at different 

Fig. 1 Knowledge sequence of math subject of Khan Academy
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time points. Modified learning scores are combined into prerequisite correlation cal-
culation and are adopted as one of the features for recommendation.

• Experiments on real-world data show the improvement of LMR both on recommen-
dation accuracy and learning performance.

Sections of this paper are assigned as follows. “Related work” is about the research 
work of prerequisite relation and recommendation on learning path. Next section intro-
duces the symbols of this paper. After that, LMR is introduced according to the work 
flow of recommendation including learning path locating, forgetting curve function, 
prerequisite coefficient calculation, qualified similar learners for collaborative filtering 
and recommendations of prerequisite and subsequent learning objects. “Experiments” 
lists the dataset and comparison result between different recommendation methods on 
accuracy and learning performance. The last section is the “Summary”.

Related work
Prerequisite is crucial for satisfying learning experience. Prerequisite is usually defined 
by expert labeling. Polyzou predicts academic performance based on the prerequisite 
relationship between courses which is achieved by expert annotation [4]. But manual 
labeling cannot satisfy the requirement of increasingly massive number of MOOCers.

In most research, prerequisite correlation is mainly calculated through knowledge-
based concepts analysis. Yang built the concept map through the prerequisite relation-
ship of the existing curriculums and used the concept map to predict the prerequisite 
[5]. Liu studies the learning dependence between knowledge points through text analysis 
[6]. Some research is based on the analysis of the concept map to establish the prerequi-
site relationship between the knowledge [7–9]. Wikipedia is often used for prerequisite 
training. Liang defines the knowledge prerequisite relationship on links between pages 
of Wikipedia [10, 11]. Wang adopts Wikipedia’s links between knowledge concepts to 
establish a concept map for teaching materials [12]. Agrawal extracts key concepts in the 
textbook and calculates prerequisite values between two concepts with the frequency 
and sequence of them [13]. These methods are all based on knowledge content. They 
depend on text analysis and existing knowledge database.

Sequential learning data are used for recommendation. Lu used the association rule 
mining method to recommend courses and trained on other learners’ learning paths 
[14]. Sun analyzed learning path through meta-path method and enriched the learner’s 
portfolio [15]. Chen compared the homogeneity between the user and the item’s image 
by path similarity [16]. Yu learned a similar user’s behavioral sequence through col-
laborative filtering to make sequential recommendations [17]. These methods focus on 
sequential data analysis. The learning location in the sequence is ignored.

Yueh proposed a Markov-based recommendation on learning sequence and analyzed 
the learning path from the learner’s history [18]. Mi recommended based on the context 
tree, focusing more on solution design than implementation [19]. Yu used collaborative 
filtering to recommend in a game with storyline through other users’ sequential actions 
[17]. Lee learned the sequence of behavioral learning courses through learners [20]. The 
recommendation methods mainly consider subsequent objects instead of prerequisite 
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relationship. The recommendation feature is mainly about learning preference without 
consideration of learning performance.

We propose the solution LMR to recommend both prerequisite and subsequent learn-
ing objects according to learning path locating results. Both preference and performance 
are adopted as features of recommendation.

Symbols
Before further discussion, related symbols are listed with description as Table 1 shows.

Locating‑based MOOC recommendation for prerequisite and subsequent 
learning objects
Adaptive learning is a learning mode which responds to learners according to their 
learning situation [21, 22]. It helps in lessening frustration and drop-out [23]. To ful-
fill adaptive learning, LMR recommends according to the current situation of the tar-
get learner. The learning situation is measured by learning path locating. Qualified and 
unqualified learning objects are detected by learning path locating. LMR recommends 
prerequisite learning objects for the unqualified learning objects and subsequent learn-
ing objects which take the qualified learning objects as prerequisite. Prerequisite correla-
tion and learning scores are adopted as features for recommendation. They are modified 
with time decay for forgetting. According to the process of LMR, learning path locating, 

Table 1 Symbols

Symbols Description

sesi Score of learner s on learning object i

sei Average score of learner l

q(i, d1) Prerequisite correlation coefficient between learning objects i and d1

d1 First unqualified learning object

d2 Last qualified learning object

dissi,sd1 Time distance between 2 learning behaviors of learner s on learning 
objects i and d1.

Ipr Learning object set for prerequisite recommendation

Ifr Learning object set for subsequent recommendation

simsr Similarity between learner s and r

pri Recommendation value of learning object i for learner r

Fig. 2 Learning path locating
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forgetting decay, prerequisite correlation and recommendation on locating are intro-
duced in sequence.

Learning path locating

According to the adaptive learning theory, learning recommendation is suggested to be 
based on the learner’s situation [23]. Prerequisite and subsequent recommendation need 
to locate where the target learner failed and what the learner succeeded in.

The learning path locating is as Fig. 2 shows. The learner keeps moving on the path suc-
cessfully to d2. But when arriving at d1, he fails to pass. We define d1 as the start of prereq-
uisite inadequacy. Prerequisite recommendation is required for d1 learning. We define d2 as 
the subsequent start. Subsequent objects that takes d2 as prerequisite is ready to be recom-
mended for further successful learning.

Before locating the qualified and unqualified learning objects, the criteria whether a 
learning score is qualified is defined as in (1). According to the exam criteria in real world, 
if the score is no less than 60, the learner succeeds on the corresponding learning object. 
Otherwise, it is unqualified.

Decay of learning score for forgetting with time on

German psychologist H. Ebbinghaus found that forgetting begins immediately after the 
learning behavior. The knowledge maintenance goes down with time on.

Ebbinghaus found the process of forgetting was not uniform. The first oblivion was fast; 
after that forgetting gradually slowed down. He believed that the maintenance of mastered 
learning content was a function of time [24]. Table 2 lists Ebbinghaus’ experimental results.

With the data of Table 2, Ebbinghaus proposed the forgetting curve as in Fig. 3. It can be 
found that the memory is divided into short-term memory and long-term memory. The 
first memory zone is 5 min, the second memory zone is 30 min, and the third memory 
zone is 12 h. The first 3 memory zones belong to the category of short-term memory [25]. 
The fourth memory zone is 1 day, the fifth memory zone is 2 days, the sixth memory zone 
is 4 days, the 7th memory zone is 7 days, the 8th memory zone is 15 days, and the last 5 
memory zones are long-term memory [26].

(1)g(se) =

{

0, se < 60

1, se ≥ 60

Table 2 Time points of Ebbinghaus’ experimental results

Days Knowledge 
maintenance

0 1

0.33 0.582

1 0.442

8 0.358

24 0.337

48 0.278

144 0.254

720 0.211
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Even for science knowledge, the proficiency falls down with time on. The learner still 
needs repeated practice to strengthen the skills.

By fitting the curve, the corresponding mathematical equation is modeled as in (2). It rep-
resents the decay of score sesi for forgetting on time distance, dis.

According to the Ebbinghaus forgetting curve [24], MOOC learners forget over time. 
LMR combines the forgetting curve to indicate the real knowledge maintenance after 
forgetting.

Prerequisite correlation measuring on learning scores

With improved collaborative filtering, learning paths of qualified similar learners are 
adopted for prerequisite recommendation (PR) and subsequent recommendation (SR).

Breese compared collaborative filtering recommendations on correlation coefficients, 
vector comparisons, or Bayesian statistics, and found the correlation coefficient was more 
accurate [27]. LMR measures the prerequisite correlation coefficient measurement with 
time decayed learning score.

If the scores of the learner between i and d1 are positively correlated, the coefficient 
should be high. We calculate the correlation coefficient q(i, d1) between the scores with 
Pearson coefficient, as shown in (3):

(2)f (sesi, dis) = sesi ∗

(

0.34 ∗ dis
−0.2

+ 0.13

)

(3)q(i, d1) =

∑ns
s=0 (sesi − sei) ∗

(

sesd1 − sed1

)

√

∑ns
s=0 (sesi − sei)

2
∑ns

s=0

(

sesd1 − sed1

)2
.

Fig. 3 Forgetting curve
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The correlation between two learning behaviors is influenced by their time distance. The 
knowledge maintenance decays for being forgotten. Assuming that the behavior of the 
learning object i takes place first, the learning score on i decay with Ebbinghaus curve for-
getting as shown in (2). By replacing sesi with (2), (3) turns into (4). dsi,sd1 is the time dis-
tance between the two learning behaviors of learner s on learning objects i and d1.

In order to keep the correlation values within 0 to 1, sigmoid function is adopted to 
(4), as (5):

Qualified similar learner for collaborative filtering

Collaborative filtering is usually used to recommend unlearned learning objects for 
the target learner based on preference of similar learners.

As shown in Fig.  4, the solid line indicates learning object selection by a learner, 
and the dashed line indicates learning object recommendation for a learner, and the 
dotted line indicates similar learners of the target learner. Learner A selects learning 
object 3 and learning object 4. Learner B selects learning object 2, learning object 3, 
and learning object 4. Because learner A and learner B have most common courses 

(4)q(i, d1) =

∑ns
s=0

(

f (sesi, dissi,sd1)− sei
)

∗
(

sesd1 − sed1

)

√

∑ns
s=0

(

f (sesi, dissi,sd1)− sei
)2∑ns

s=0

(

sesd1 − sed1

)2

(5)
q(i, d1) =

1

1+ e

∑ns
s=0

(

f (sesi ,dissi,sd1
)−sei

)

∗

(

sed1
−sesd1

)

√

∑ns
s=0

(

f (sesi ,dissi,sd1
)−sei

)2 ∑ns
s=0

(

sesd1
−sed1

)2

.

Fig. 4 Collaborative filtering on similar learners
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learned, they are similar learners. Learner A did not study learning object 2 which 
was learnt by similar learner B; it is recommended to learner A.

It can be found that collaborative filtering is used to calculate the recommendation 
value by accumulating the selection 0/1 or preference value (i.e., favorable scores) of 
top similar learners. The recommendation value is calculated by accumulating feature 
values from similar learners.

It can be found that the collaborative filtering method recommends according to 
similar learners’ features. LMR improves the collaborative filtering method to recom-
mend on similar learners’ paths. The improvement is mainly as follows:

• Qualified similar learners Qualified similar learners on the located objects have suc-
cessful learning experience. Their learning paths are referable. Learning objects on 
their paths are adopted as candidates for recommendation.

• Learning object candidates according to the sequence of learning paths Usually collab-
orative filtering adopts all objects of similar learners as candidates for recommenda-
tion. LMR considers on the prerequisite relationship. Candidates are selected accord-
ing to the sequence of similar learners’ paths. The sequence on learning paths reflects 
the prerequisite relation between objects. Even if the candidates may be learned by 
the target learner before, it is necessary to review them to solve the prerequisite 
inadequacy. Traditional collaborative filtering recommendation mainly covers only 
objects that have not been learned by the target learners.

• Time featured recommendation value Learning scores are modified with time for-
getting decay consideration. The modified scores are adopted for prerequisite cor-
relation coefficient calculation and recommendation value calculation. It helps to 
increase the accuracy of recommendation.

Fig. 5 Prerequisite recommendation candidates for the unqualified learning object
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Prerequisite recommendation for the unqualified learning object

According to the learning path locating, the first unqualified learning object d1 needs 
more proficiency on the prerequisite. LMR recommends prerequisite learning objects 
on paths of similar learners qualified on d1 . According to the learning paths, the objects 
before d1 are adopted as recommendation candidates as Fig. 5 shows.

The algorithm of prerequisite recommendation is shown in Algorithm  1. The algo-
rithm recommends prerequisite learning object set Ipr for the target learner r. L{l1,l2,…
,lm} is the vector representation of the learners. Each learner vector lm comprises the 
learning objects that he learned. The cycle goes through similar learners in set S{s1,s2,…
,sk1} who are qualified in d1 . Their learning objects before d1 indicated as s{i1, i2,..,iindex(d1)} 
are adopted as recommendation candidates i. Similar qualified learners’ scores of the 
candidate learning objects  sesi contribute to the recommendation value pri. The prereq-
uisite correlation q(i, d1) is multiplied as weight. After the cycle, the recommendation 
value is normalized by the sum of weights  decri.

seri is the learning score of the target learner r on learning object i. It is in nega-
tive correlation with the recommendation value considering the necessity of 
learning object reviewing. For the forgetting effect on knowledge maintenance 
after learning, the learning score is decayed by forgetting curve function such 
as function f (sesi, dis(time(r, d1), tn)) . tn is the system time of recommendation. 
100− f

(

ser,i, dis(time(r, d1), tn)
)

 shows the negative correlation of the score. ser,d1 is the 
score of the target learner r on prerequisite start d1 . It is negatively correlated with the 
recommendation value to indicate the necessity of reviewing
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Subsequent recommendation for the qualified learning objects

According to the learning path locating result, the most recent qualified learning 
object of the learner is d2. It means learning objects of the target learner before d2 
are all successfully learned. They are indicated as b. According to the qualified similar 
learners’ paths, the subsequent learning objects with b as prerequisite are adopted as 
the recommendation candidates. For example, for the qualified prerequisite d2, the 
first learning objects after d2 of the qualified similar learners are adopted as recom-
mendation candidate, as Fig. 6 shows.

The subsequent recommendation values of candidates are calculated according to 
the learning features of the qualified similar learners as Algorithm 2 shows. It recom-
mends subsequent learning objects set Ifr for the target learner r.

In Algorithm 2, qualified similar learners’ performance on learning objects follow-
ing d2 is accumulated. The learning scores are weighted with similarity and prerequi-
site correlation values. For each b in r{i1, i2,…,iindex(d2)}, the qualified similar learners’ 
scores and the learning score of the target learner are both combined for recommen-
dation. The learning scores of b are modified by the forgetting curve function to fit 
the real knowledge maintenance

Fig. 6 Subsequent recommendation candidates for the qualified prerequisite d2
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Experiments
Our experiments are conducted on learning data from mic-video platform of jClass 
(http://jclas s.pte.sh.cn). Various data of learning process on the mic-video platform jClass 
are recorded. It provides information of learning scores, learning objects learning time, etc.

Experiment on accuracy improvement

The number of selected top similar qualified learners for recommendation is indicated as 
k1. The number of top-valued recommendation objects is indicated as k2. Different value 
combinations of k1 and k2 are separately tested to get the best recommendation accu-
racy. Weight parameters between features are assigned as 1 without loss of generality.

PR and SR are compared with 2 types of collaborative filtering recommendation methods. 
One is based on preference CFPreference, and the other is based on learning scores CFscore.

Figure 7 shows the precision comparison with different k1 and k2 combinations. Totally 
the precision of SR is the best. Along each qualified similar learners’ path, the first learn-
ing object after the subsequent start point is adopted as recommendation candidate. The 
precision of PR is better than CF methods. It shows that the recommendation based on 
prerequisite correlation has better performance. CFscore has higher value in precision 
than CFPreference. It shows score feature combination in MOOC recommendation, 
which helps to improve the accuracy.

Figure 8 compares recall on different value combinations of k1 and k2. PR and SR 
are better than the CF methods. The performance of PR is better than SR. The rec-
ommendation candidates of PR cover all possible prerequisite learning objects of 
similar learners. That helps in recall improvement.

http://jclass.pte.sh.cn
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Fig. 7 Precision comparison between different recommendations

Fig. 8 Recall comparison between different recommendations
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Figure 9 is the comparison result of the F1-score for different value combinations 
of k1 and k2. As the balance of precision and recall, F1-scores of PR and SR out-
perform CFPreference and CFScore. Prerequisite considered recommendation for 
MOOC achieves better accuracy than traditional CF methods.

Experiment on application to different types of learning objects

To analyze the influence of forgetting decay on different types of knowledge objects, 
learning objects of the data set are classified into arts and science which are differ-
ent in memory mode. In the whole dataset, arts or science objects account for nearly 
half. But among the learning objects hitting in the test dataset, 62.1% of them belong 
to the arts as shown in Table 3. The learning objects of science also show good per-
formance. It means the knowledge of science may not rely on memory so much, but 
it is necessary for them to be reviewed to improve the proficiency of the knowledge 
as the Ebbinghaus forgetting curve shows.

Experiment on learning performance

Further experiments are designed to verify the improvement on learning scores for 
PR and SR.

Fig. 9 F1-score comparison between different recommendations

Table 3 Performance difference on learning objects between arts and science

Learning objects Arts (%) Science (%)

Hit 62.1 37.9

All 48.6 51.4
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Figure 10 shows the difference between all learning scores in the whole dataset and 
the learning scores of hit objects by PR. It can be found the lowest learning score is 
improved from 8.33 to 16.67 and the average score is improved from 61.7 to 74.6. The 
highest score is kept on 100, the full score.

Figure 11 shows the difference between all learning scores in the whole dataset and the 
learning scores of hit objects of SR. It can be found the lowest learning score is improved 

Fig. 10 Learning score comparison on PR

Fig. 11 Learning score comparison on SR
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from 8.33 to 14.29 and the average score is improved from 61.7 to 83.9. The highest score 
is kept on 100, the full score.

It can be found PR and SR help to improve learning performance. The target learner 
will achieve more satisfaction and less frustration. SR has higher average score than PR. 
PR aims at the prerequisite inadequacy. It combines the past learning scores of the target 
learner on the candidate objects as one of the feature for recommendation. Lower learn-
ing score record has more necessity of reviewing and higher recommendation value.

Summary
This paper proposes a MOOC recommendation method on prerequisite. The prerequi-
site correlation calculation is on modified learning scores with forgetting decay on time. 
The recommendation covers both prerequisite and subsequent learning according to the 
result of learning path locating. It is different from normal MOOC recommendation of 
learning objects that are not learned before. Experiments verify the improvement on 
accuracy by prerequisite recommendation and subsequent recommendation. Additional 
experiments are also designed to demonstrate the improvement on learning perfor-
mance. Further research on forgetting function with different kinds of learning objects 
will help to improve the accuracy of recommendation in the future.
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